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Open Science is…

Showing and sharing your work 

Work = process, content (data, materials, code), and outcomes



Question

What are our blind spots? 

That is, what are the most important areas for 
improvement in scientific practice which are 
currently being ignored by the open science 

movement?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question asker: Mr Felix Singleton-Thorne, Graduate StudentOriginal question for additional context: What are the most important areas for improvement in scientific practice which are currently being ignored by the open science movement? 



What are our blind spots in open science?

• Replicability versus Validity

• Statistical inferences versus Theoretical claims/conclusions

• Doing It versus Doing It “Right”

• All-or-None versus Incrementalism

• Social Identity versus Good Practice



Preregistration



Question

Do you think pre-registration can or should 
apply to computational model building?

If so, how can it be done in a way that is both 
feasible and preserves the essential theory-
building component of model development?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question asker: A/Prof Amy Perfors, Computational PsychologistOriginal question for additional context: You've been a strong advocate, and rightly so, for the necessity of pre-registration of experimental design and data analysis procedures as a solution to the replication crisis. Some argue that it is a little less clear, however, to apply pre-registration to computational modelling, since many models are often used more as a means of theory building than as a way of doing confirmatory (or even exploratory) data analysis. That is, very often a modeller might not even know what the interesting components of the model are until seeing the data, and the interesting theoretical claim corresponds to the elements of the model that are necessary to capture the data. Standard techniques like cross-validation or penalties for model complexity are a way of avoiding the model equivalent of p-hacking. What would you respond to somebody making this argument? Do you think pre-registration can or should apply to model building, and if so, how should it be done in such a way as to be both feasible and preserve the essential theory-building component of model development? 



Context of Discovery
Exploration

Data contingent
Hypothesis generating

Context of Justification
Confirmation

Data independent
Hypothesis testing

p-values interpretable p-values not so interpretable

Presenting exploratory as confirmatory 
increases publishability of results at the 

cost of credibility of results

Nosek, Ebersole, DeHaven, & Mellor, 2018, PNAS
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Improving Practices
Better Theory, Better Reproducibility, just 

Better?



Question

What is the role of theory in the open science 
movement? Can gathering more reliable 

"effects" make up for poor theory development? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question asker: Dr Simon Lilburn, Cognitive PsychologistOriginal question for additional context: How should our discipline work to ensure that theory development, statistics, and experimentation are all tightly interlinked pedagogically rather than the classical divisions between survey classes of verbal theories and "landmark" experiments separated from a limited form of statistical education provided as a separate annex? (A beautiful starting point for this discussion is given here: https://featuredcontent.psychonomic.org/psychological-science-needs-theory-development-before-preregistration/) 



Theory Development versus Effects 
Replicability
• False lead – Which comes first?

• False lead – Independent issues

• Better lead – Appreciate interdependence between reliable evidence 
and improving theoretical specificity

• With lack of attention to replication, theories never needed to become 
specific



Replication
Repeating a study’s procedure and 
observing whether the prior finding 

recurs
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Replication
Attempting to reproduce a previously 

observed finding with no a priori 
reason to expect a different outcome

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Replication is attempting to reproduce a previously observed finding with no a priori expectation for a different outcome [8].  In other words, declaring that a study is a replication is a theoretical commitment.  The commitment that a study is a replication confronts existing understanding with new evidence.  Replication provides the opportunity to test whether existing theories, hypotheses, or models are able to predict the future.  Successful replications increase confidence in those models; unsuccessful replications decrease confidence and spur theoretical innovation to improve or discard the model. 



Claiming that a study is a 
replication is a theoretical claim

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In sum, defining a study as a replication depends on expectations.  Why do we want to run a study in which we have no reason to expect a different outcome?  In fact, this is central for science to accumulate confidence in findings and advance theory.�There is no such thing as an exact replication. Rarely do researchers limit their inference to precisely the conditions of the original study. If they did so, it would be a historical claim ABOUT THE STUDY because those precise conditions will never occur again.  So, if the finding is thought to reveal a regularity about the world, then of the innumerable variations in units, treatments, outcomes, and settings, which ones matter? Theory provides expectations, replication tests those expectations.



Units Treatments

Outcomes Settings

Replicability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Figure provides a visual representation of the fact that there is a universe of possible units, treatments, outcomes, and settings and a subset of those considered the relevant conditions for a replication--i.e., those conditions under which there is no pre-existing reason to expect a different outcome.  Replications that keep treatments and outcomes very similar are often referred to as direct replications, and replications that allow treatments and outcomes to vary are often referred to as conceptual replications. This unifying framework recognizes that all of these have room to vary, the only question is the extent to which variation in each is presumed to matter. Better theories are those that articulate the conditions necessary and sufficient to observe the finding.  Ironically, this means that better theories are those that make it clear how they can be disconfirmed via replication.The original study only examined a subset of combination of units, treatments, outcomes, and settings. Original and replication studies can differ in the sample--or units--from which data are collected (e.g., Americans vs Filipinos), the treatments that are administered (nature of warning against bias), the outcomes that are measured (criteria for honor society), and the settings in which the studies are conducted (U.S. in 2012; Philippines in 2019) [9]. 



Why then procedural similarity?

• Lack of theoretical specificity

• Lack of understanding of methods

• Same procedures is a substitute for theoretical and methodological 
understanding

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Simultaneously, conducting replications can facilitate improvement in theoretical specificity.  In many cases, particularly at the frontiers of knowledge, theories are too immature to make clear predictions.  In such cases, repetition of the original procedures--our rejected definition of replication--becomes very useful.  Using the same procedures can substitute temporarily for not having clear theoretical specification of what is needed to produce the finding, or explanation for why the finding occurs.  ALSO INCOMPLETE UNDERSTANDING OF METHODS WE USE. In this context, replication is still not about the procedures per se, but using the same procedures reduces uncertainty in the universe of possible units, treatments, outcomes, and settings that could be important for observing the finding.  



Units Treatments

Outcomes Settings

Replicability

Generalizability

Presenter
Presentation Notes
With this approach we can integrate our understanding of the concepts of replication and generalization.Every replication is a test of generalizability.And generalizability beyond what we consider a replication are the domains in which our theories are amenable to seeing the same thing again, but underspecified to make a prediction.The use of replication for improving theoretical specificity is captured by the outer ring of the Figure.  There are a subset of units, treatments, outcomes, and settings for which the finding may be observed again, but there is no clear expectation yet.  Successful replication provides evidence of generalizability of the finding across the many conditions that inevitably differ with the original study; Unsuccessful replication indicates that the reliability of the finding may be highly constrained.  Both provide evidence to improve theoretical specification and future prediction. This also clarifies that all replications are tests of generalizability because the particular circumstances of the replication study have never occurred before, and will never occur again.  As a consequence, failures to replicate do impact confidence in the original finding, but there is always the possibility that instead of disconfirming the original result, the replication (inadvertently) identified a boundary condition. If the bias reduction intervention fails in the replication in the Philippines, it could be that the original finding was a false positive, or that the theoretical specification should be revised to clarify why the phenomenon was present in the U.S. and not the Philippines.  That innovation then produces a new expectation that can be subjected to test to show that this presumed boundary condition is reproducible.�



Replication
Attempting to reproduce a previously 

observed finding with no a priori 
reason to expect a different outcome

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defining replication as a confrontation of current theoretical expectations clarifies the importance of replication for scientific progress.  Single studies, whether they pursue novel ends or confront existing expectations, do not ever comprehensively confirm or disconfirm theories. Theories make predictions; Replications test those predictions.  Outcomes from replications are fodder for refining, altering, or extending the theory to generate new predictions. Replication is a central part of this iterative cycle of how scientific explanations mature to describe, predict, and explain reality.  A shift in attitude that brings funding, publication, and career opportunity to replication will accelerate research progress.



Implications

• Theoretical specificity enables effective replication

• Replication promotes theoretical specificity

• Understanding whether a study is a replication can change over time



Cultural Incentives



Question

What, if anything, can open science do to 
remove the problem of perverse incentives in 

academia? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question asker: Dr Pete Koval, Social PsychologistOriginal question for additional context: Open Science is clearly an improvement on what came before, namely messy science. As researchers, we are much more likely to be motivated to follow best-practices and document every step of the research process carefully if everything is made public at the end. But what, if anything, can Open Science do to reduce the problem of perverse incentives in science/academia? If we want to reduce the prevalence of questionable research practices, don’t we also need to convince academic hiring and promotion committees to pay less attention to bibliometric indices, such as career-wise publications, total citations, h-index, etc.? 



Public response to science



Question

With rising skepticism towards science in the 
general public, who is responsible for restoring 

trust and belief in science? Is this a problem 
that should be addressed by institutions (Like 
COS), Universities or individual researchers?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question asker: Mr Harvey Billingham, Undergraduate StudentOriginal question for additional context: With increasing skepticism towards science and research practices due to issues such as replicability of findings, poor media representations and the rise in alternative theories - who is responsible for restoring trust and belief in the empirical scientific paradigm? Is this a problem that should be addressed by institutions (Like COS), Universities or individual researchers? 



Research Design and 
Statistical Practices



Question

How big of an issue do you think the continued 
use of convenience sampling in psychological 

research might be for reproducibility?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question asker: Dr Paul Dugeon, Quantitative PsychologistOriginal question for additional context: How big an issue do you think the continued use of convenience sampling in psychological research might be for reproducibility? 



Many Labs 2

• Replications of 28 findings (2 slates)
• 124 samples (63 slate 1, 61 slate 2)
• >15,000 participants total
• 36 nations/regions (Serbia, Poland, New Zealand, Netherlands, Canada, 

Jamaica, UK, USA, Australia, South Africa, Colombia, Turkey, Costa Rica, Spain, 
Chile, Brazil, India, United Arab Emirates, Tanzania, Malaysia, Italy, Nigeria, 
Germany, Belgium, France, Czech Republic, Hong Kong, China, Uruguay, Sweden, 
Mexico, Portugal, Japan, Hungary, Switzerland, Taiwan)

• 186 co-authors

Klein et al., 2018, Advances in Methods and Practices in Psychological Science
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Klein et al., 2018, Advances in Methods and Practices in Psychological Science
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Klein et al., 2018, Advances in Methods and Practices in Psychological Science



Question

Has there been any up-take in the 
recommendation to change alpha to .005?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question asker: Dr Paul Dugeon, Quantitative PsychologistOriginal question for additional context: In the 1990s, the APA Taskforce on Statistical Methods, and various publications, recommended moving away from practices such as null hypothesis significance testing and vote counting of research findings (i.e., number of students with significant results vs not significant) in favour of confidence intervals, aggregation of effects through meta-analysis, etc. Yet reproducibility projects primarily (but not exclusively) reply on using NHST and vote counting of studies found to replicate significantly or not significantly as their way of making inferences about the reproducibility of psychological research. And there are no recommendations for changing alpha to .005 to provide stronger evidence of effect, reinforcing the primacy of NHST usage. How might students in particular reconcile this apparent lack of consistency in recommendations and practice?   



Data Sharing and Use



Question

While sharing of ideas, data, etc is great and 
noble from the sharer's perspective, how do we 

ensure better practice from the "sharee"? 

That is, how do we stop people misusing 
open data (cherry picking, interpreting out of 

context, claiming ownership, etc)?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question asker: Developmental PsychologistOriginal question for additional context: While sharing of ideas, data, etc is great and noble from the sharer's perspective, how do we ensure better practice from the "sharee"? that is, how do we stop people misusing open data (cherry picking, interpreting out of context, claiming ownership, etc)?   



Question

Openly sharing data that contains personally sensitive 
information violates people's right to privacy.

However, computational privacy experts emphasise that de-
identification is really not possible in many cases.

Privacy concerns seem to be in direct conflict with open 
science principles. How do you see this evolving?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question asker: Professor Simon Dennis, Computational PsychologistOriginal question for additional context: As we move towards the collection of larger data sets which contain personally sensitive information it seems that openly sharing the data will violate people's right to privacy? At the same time, computational privacy experts are emphasising that de-identification is really not possible in most cases. Privacy concerns seem to be in direct conflict with open science principles. How do you see this evolving? 



Question

Our ethics protocols require that participants provide 
informed consent. An important part of informed 

consent is that the use to which the data will be put is 
revealed. 

However, once the data has been published it seems 
like the horse has bolted. How can we ensure that the 
data is only put to the purposes for which people have 

provided consent?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Question asker: Professor Simon Dennis, Computational PsychologistOriginal question for additional context: The right for participants to have their data deleted or modified to correct inaccuracies is an underlying principle of our ethics protocols and is enshrined in the General Data Protection Regulation. Once data has been openly published though it seems that the horse has bolted. It could have been copied to many hard drives and the ability to make changes that are globally binding is lost. How can the open science movement implement these legal obligations? Another principle of our ethics protocols and the GDPR is that participants provide informed consent. An important part of informed consent is that the use to which the data will be put is revealed. However, once the data has been published it again seems like the horse has bolted. How can we ensure that the data is only put to the purposes for which people have provided consent? 



These slides available at:
https://osf.io/y28bf/

https://osf.io/y28bf/
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